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Under the globalization waves, there is more and more international 
communications. Therefore the foreign language learning becomes a worldwide 
current for the country’s development. It is definitely valuable to compare the mother 
language and the second language. Unfortunately, until now there is few study of the 
comparison between the word structure for Chinese and Turkish. This article chooses 
the topic that intends to make up the shortage of that, and also to find some common 
regulars and universal language principles in the differences between these two 
languages by more study of comparison in the special structure between Chinese and 
Turkish, which can offer the knowledge for the Chinese Turkish learners and Turkish 
Chinese learners, and contribute to the learning and spreading of these two languages. 
The study object of this article is the suffix zhe and jia in modern Chinese and  
-ci in modern Turkish. It compares the differences and similarities in the morphology, 
the syntax properties, the meaning functions, the derivatives and the components of 
the derivatives between these two languages, analyzes the suffix zhe and jia in 
modern Chinese and  -ci in modern Turkish by synchronic comparing under the 
theories and methods of contrastive linguistics with quantitative analysis and 
Qualitative description 
The Chinese language materials of this article are from the Modern Chinese 
Dictionary (Version 5) published in 2005 and language situation in China: 2008 by 
Commercial Press, and the Turkish vocabulary is from the Turkish Dictionary 
published in 2009 by Turkish Language Institute in which the related derivatives and 
compound words are selected one by one. The number of the selected Turkish words 
is 1914, each of which is analyzed, noted the word root and the suffix, and the part of 
speech as well, in order to make the word structure and the grammar function clear. 
All of the materials are after the article. 
There are 7 chapters in this article. 
The first chapter is the introduction, in which the reasons, the intentions and the 















analyzing materials are explained, and the study for the suffix of modern Chinese and 
modern Turkish is reviewed. 
The second chapter is the theoretical basis. It illustrates the background before the 
special analysis between the zhe, jia and -ci, expounds the regulars and characteristics 
of the affix-adding method of word-building for the modern Chinese, introduces the 
affix system for the modern Turkish, and then discusses the relationship between the 
morpheme, the root and the affix in modern Chinese and modern Turkish. It decides 
to tell a suffix or resembling-suffix by if there is a lexical meaning. At last it discusses 
the position of the word-building in the study of Chinese and Turkish; the 
word-building is more and more important in the position of Chinese study, and it 
tends to be a multidisciplinary but relatively independent department about lexicology, 
semasiology and rhetoric; and in Turkish, the word-building is the foundation of the 
study for the grammar for all the time and never changes. 
In the third chapter, we discuss the grammatical attribute of zhe, jia and -ci 
according to the classification from the above and compare the similarities and 
differences among these three. We find that the grammatical attribute of zhe, jia and 
-ci are all suffix, but they are different in following a root or a stem, if the form of the 
suffix is fixed or not, and the number of the suffixes after the root; for example as a 
adhesion language there can be as many as 5 suffixes after the root in Turkish, but in 
Chinese, normally there is only one incidental component after the root. 
     In the fourth chapter we discuss the meaning function for the zhe , jia in 
Chinese and -ci in Turkish and compare the similarities and differences among these 
three. The similarity is the they are all the suffixes indicating to persons, and the main 
difference is that zhe in Chinese is non-emotional, it can make a neuter, 
commendatory and derogatory derivative as well; jia implies a high respectful word 
in , which means a person who works hard in some special field, has a great 
achievement, and contributes a lot to the human being, so it is a commendatory word; 
and in Turkish, -ci is just the extending of the root or stem; for example, the neuter 
words reader, writer and waiter; the commendatory words pioneer, outstanding man , 

















In the fifth charpter, we discuss the parts of speech for the derivatives and their 
compounents. Firstly we compare the parts of speech for the derivatives made from 
zhe, jia and -ci, and then we discuss the parts of speech for their compounents and 
compare them carefully. The derivatives made from zhe and jia in Chinese are all 
nouns, and the derivatives from ci are mostly nouns but a few of them are adjectives. 
As to the compounents of the derivatives, the difference lies in the part of speech for 
the proceeding  roots and stems. The parts before -ci are all nonus, but the parts 
before zhe and jia in Chinese can be nouns, verbs and adjectives as well. 
The sixth chapter describes the difficulties that the Turkish students may face 
with. The Chinese vocabulary has a long history, which makes Turkish students feel 
difficult in learning, using, and writing. They have to memorize these words by rote. It 
also gives some special suggestions about these difficulties. Finally, it describes the 
application value of this study, that is the contribution to the language teaching, 
including to the Chinese learners who study Turkish and the Turkish learners who 
study Chinese. 
The seventh part is the conclusion, which summarizes the issues of this article, 
raises the phenomenon that the culture communication leads to the words 
communication,  and believes that acording to the manifestation of zhe, jia and -ci in 
the comparing study, they will still play an important role for the new things and new 
conceptions.  
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